
Breeder: Adopter: 
Rebel’s Haven Kennel 
Taruia 
http://www.malaquent.com/kennel 
PI PM: Taruia 

Name: 
Kennel Name: (if applicable) 
Website: (if applicable) 
Are you: REGISTERED / NOT REGISTERED 

Dog Info 
Adopted Dog: 

 
 

This contract is: 
PET ONLY or 
MALE BREEDING / FEMALE BREEDING 

Description: 
 
 

Adoption Fee:  

DOB: Trade: Y / N For: 
 

Sire: Dam: 
The breeder, Rebel’s Haven Kennels (hereafter referred to as RH, ‘our’, ‘we’) is placing the 
dog described above with the adopter described above as a companion. 

o RH guarantees satisfaction with all the dogs we place. If, within 14 days of the 
adoption, the adopter is not satisfied with their dog they may return it for a full refund 
for any reason. After 14 days no refund will be provided. 

o The dog is not to be sold, given away, or otherwise disposed of or abandoned to any 
person, auction, or other entity. Should the adopter be unable or unwilling to care for 
the dog at any point, RH is to be contacted immediately and arrangements will be 
made for the return of the dog, no questions asked. 

o RH is to be notified if the above-described dog ever becomes sterile for any reason. 
This is not optional. 

Agree? 
YES / NO 

PET ONLY Contract 
This animal is being adopted as a companion/pet ONLY and may not be 
bred under any circumstance. If this animal should become pregnant (if 
female) or sires a litter (if mae), RH must be contacted immediately and RH 
must approve all offspring placements. RH reserves the right to reclaim this 
animal and any/all offspring resulting from any breeding at our discretion.  

Agree? 
YES / NO 

MALE BREEDING Contract 
This animal may be bred by, the adopter described above, no more then 7 
times in his life. If RH decides that the breeding occurring with the above-
described dog does not follow the standards of RH, the adopter will be 
required to cease any and all breedings from this dog or risk having the dog 
reclaimed. 

Agree? 
YES / NO 

FEMALE BREEDING Contract 
This animal may be bred by, the adopter described above, no more then 5 
times in her life. This dog must be given at least two months rest between 
litters before attempting to breed again. If RH decides that the breeding 
occurring with the above-described dog does not follow the standards of 
RH, the adopter will be required to cease any and all breedings from this 
dog or risk having the dog reclaimed. 

I hereby certify that all statements made by me on this adoption agreement are true and correct 
and that I agree to all terms of the contract. I agree that RH has the right to confiscate the above-
described dog at their discretion in the event that any statements on this contract are found to be 
false, there is reason to believe I may not be following this contract, or for any other reason that 
violates the quality and caliber of the dog in question. If the adopter is a registered breeder at the 
time of adoption, and loses their registered status for any reason RH must be informed 
immediately and no breeding will be allowed until that status is returned. 
 
Signed electronically by: ________________________ 
Breeder’s Signature: Taruia_____ 


